	
  

Fig. 1. Jonathan Richardson the Elder, Self-Portrait with His Son, beginning of 18th c., sanguine,
29.9 x 40.9 cm, Montreal Museum of Fine Arts.

Fig. 2. Sam Borenstein, Self-Portrait Composition, 1946,
oil on canvas laid on panel, 86.5 x 71.3 cm, Montreal Museum of Fine Arts.

Fig. 3. John Lyman, The Artist’s Father, 1922,
oil on canvas, 10 x 81.2 cm, Montreal Museum of Fine Arts.
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Like Father, Like Son: Decoding the Relationship Between Parent and the Adult Child
Emilie Croning

While the theme of mother and child has a long and rich history in Western art, depictions of the
father-child relationship are far less common. Rarer still are images that concentrate on the bond
between a father and his mature offspring. This essay examines three portraits representing this
type of relationship, including Jonathan Richardson the Elder’s (1667–1745) Self-Portrait with
His Son (beginning of 18th c.) (fig. 1), Sam Borenstein’s (1908–1969) Self-Portrait Composition
(1946) (fig. 2) and John Lyman’s (1886–1967) The Artist’s Father (1922) (fig. 3). Richardson’s
portrait focuses on the bond between him and his son, while the works by Borenstein and Lyman
address the artists’ connections with their fathers. In each of these three portraits, the
relationships between father and son constitute a significant aspect of each artist’s identity.

Richardson was an English artist, writer and art collector who turned his focus to portraiture in
his later years. After his retirement, he produced a series of chalk and graphite portrait drawings,
many of which are of himself and his son, Jonathan Richardson the Younger (1694–1771).1
Richardson believed that an artist with true skill could convey a person’s character through their
facial features and expressions.2 Producing self-portraits allowed the artist to study his own
physical features and to reflect upon his own character.3 Although Richardson typically created
individual portraits, he captures the bond between him and his adult son in Self-Portrait with His
Son.
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Fig. 1. Jonathan Richardson the Elder, Self-Portrait with His Son, beginning of 18th c., sanguine,
29.9 x 40.9 cm, Montreal Museum of Fine Arts.

The juxtaposed faces allow the viewer to differentiate one from the other. Richardson employs
heavy shadowing to render himself as an aging man with delicately wrinkled features, in contrast
to his son’s more illuminated and youthful face. The slight overlapping of their faces signifies
the closeness of their relationship and their mutual interests. While the son is gazing reassuringly
at the viewer, Richardson is gazing into the distance rather than at his son or the viewer. This
portrait conveys the way the artist sees his son—that is, full of life and light. Richardson
supported his son throughout his life, demonstrating the inseparable bond between them.4

Whereas Richardson illustrates his kinship with his son in his portrait, Borenstein reveals his
complicated relationship with his father in Self-Portrait Composition. Born in Lithuania,
Borenstein immigrated to Montreal at the age of thirteen with his father, Simcha, and sister,
Sarah, at the outset of the First World War.5 Borenstein’s strict father, a rabbinical scholar, was
disappointed in his son’s failure to conform to the norms of his Jewish community and strongly
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disapproved of his desire to become an artist.6 However, Borenstein was determined to pursue a
life that would bring him happiness and fulfillment, and so he defied his father—a decision that
irrevocably damaged their relations.

In addition to his interest in nature, Borenstein produced numerous portraits of family and
friends, which often display an expressive use of primary colours. Some of the portraits are of his
father; through them the artist tackled his inextricable link to someone whose worldview was at
odds with his own. Borenstein’s self-portrait, which includes his father, may represent the artist’s
desire to reclaim their relationship despite their differences. This work shows the artist with his
wife, Judith, on the left and his father on the right behind him.

Fig. 2. Sam Borenstein, Self-Portrait Composition, 1946, oil on canvas laid on panel, 86.5 x 71.3
cm, Montreal Museum of Fine Arts.
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Judith is looking respectfully at her husband, while Borenstein is self-assuredly gazing at the
viewer. The landscape in the background could be a Lithuanian or Laurentian, Quebec village.
The cold tones of the clothing worn by the artist’s wife and father contrast with the warm reds of
the faces, paint palette and house in the distance, creating a unity among these elements of
Borenstein’s life that contributed to his personal growth.

This portrait illustrates the distinct worldviews of Borenstein and his father. The paint palette in
Borenstein’s right hand signifies his passion for and commitment to art. Superimposed on the
bodies of the artist and his father is an image of a horse;7 its dexterity is signified by its raised
front leg, which echoes the shape of Borenstein’s bent thumb grasping the palette. Whereas the
artist accentuates his manual skills, the exaggerated shape of his father’s bald head suggests that
he was a more cerebral individual. The distorted appearance of his head lends him an alien-like
appearance, which is perhaps Borenstein’s way of expressing the alienating tendencies of his
father. Despite these differences in character, the biological link between father and son is
evident in the similar shapes of their noses and ears. Compared to Richardson’s use of selfportraiture to reflect his positive relationship with his son, Borenstein’s portrayal of his father is
a method of reconciling a bond that he wished for but that did not exist between them.8

While Borenstein explores his connection with his estranged father in his self-portrait, Lyman
conveys tender admiration for his father in The Artist’s Father. A Canadian artist born in the
United States, Lyman, who founded the Contemporary Arts Society of Montreal and was also an
art educator and theorist, was a central figure in the development of modern art in Quebec from
the 1930s to 1950s. A strong believer in the expression of feeling and personal vision, Lyman
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focused on the formal features of his compositions such as clear lines, strong colour contrasts
and simplified forms. While studying in France, his work explored figurative themes that
emphasized the use of vibrant colour to define light and space and the utilization of both pure
form and colour to convey the artist’s emotions.9 These themes were popular in the works of
Henri Matisse (1869–1954) and the Post-Impressionist and Nabis artists whose modernist
experimentation Lyman admired. He also produced a number of portraits throughout his career,
often placing his subjects in landscapes or interiors.10

The Artist’s Father shows Lyman’s father reading pensively while seated with legs crossed in a
yellow armchair.

Fig. 3. John Lyman, The Artist’s Father, 1922, oil on canvas, 10 x 81.2 cm, Montreal Museum of
Fine Arts.
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The delicately rendered contours and creases of his suit combined with the simplified rendering
of light and shadow imbue the subject with style and grace. The artist isolates the figure by
painting a solid black background and casting light on him from the right. The upper left corner
of the canvas features Latin characters and Roman numerals meaning “at the age of seventytwo,” followed by the year the painting was produced.11 The Artist’s Father captures Lyman’s
fondness for his father, who supported him throughout his stay in Europe as he developed his
artistic skills. His father was his confidant, and it was his death in 1928 that brought Lyman back
to Canada. The Artist’s Father conveys the sense of safety and reassurance that Lyman found in
his strong ties with his father.

The portraits by Richardson, Borenstein and Lyman offer varying interpretations of the bond
between father and mature son. Whether it is direct or more implicit, the relationship between the
two is demonstrated through the artist’s portrayal of the other. In his feelings for and behaviour
towards his son, a father can take on different roles, such as a provider or a disapproving parent.
Whereas Lyman expresses admiration for his father in his painting, Borenstein's work reveals the
rejection of his father. Meanwhile, Richardson’s portrait reveals how he saw himself in relation
to his son.
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